IAN LEMMONDS
Digital Technologist
about
If you want people to care about something, you have to inspire them first. It’s my job
to inspire people through digitial interactions and online experiences. I’ve been doing it
for more than fifteen years, and I’m as passionate about it now as I was when I started.
My background in art and design transitioned into digital when I realized that regardless
of the medium, the goal is the same: to create something evocative and memorable. You
have to make people feel something if you expect them to remember your message after
they’ve closed their browser window or put their phone away.
For the past three years, I was an Associate Creative Director at Sullivan Branding. Many
agencies have a partition between the creative department and the digital department.
They work simultaneously, but separately. I brought the idea of ‘technological
agnosticism’ into the organization, working with both departments simultaneously. I also
trained many in the creative department how to work in various aspects of online, such
as showing designers how to work HTML5 and CSS, as well as Content Management
Systems.

2014-2017

Digital Design Director // Sullivan Branding
Designed and built responsive websites, animated HTML5 ads, concepted on
numerous campaigns, created videos, motion graphics, and trained members of the
creative dept in web design. Examples are here: http://ianlemmonds.com/

2011-2014

Digital Designer // The Commercial Appeal
Created unique online pieces for feature stories, implemented a new content
management system, designed promotional content, and designed / built
responsive websites and web pages for advertisers.

2002-2011

history

Co-Founder Creative Director // Mouse Foundry Media
Designed / built websites, logos, and print materials for a diverse roster of
clients. Designed and built HTML email templates, managed mailing lists.
Created online advertising suites and social media campaigns.

extracurriculars
I own and design for Hoop City Memphis, Memphis Threat, and Helipop Studio.

http://ianlemmonds.com/
project portfolio

For a list of recent projects, please click here to go to my website: ianlemmonds.com

TECHNICAL
expertise
UX + UI
CONCEPTING
BRANDING + ADVERTISING
RESPONSIVE WEB
DESIGN + LAYOUT
ECOMMERCE
HTML + CSS
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
DIGITAL + PRINT ADVERTISING
PHOTOGRAPHY
MOTION GRAPHICS
SEO + SEM

SKILLS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
STRONG COMMUNICATOR
HIGHLY COLLABORATIVE
ADAPTABLE
WORKFLOW + ORGANIZATION

software
DREAMWEAVER
PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATOR
AFTER EFFECTS
PREMIERE PRO
MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIO
NOTEPAD ++
INDESIGN
ADOBE ANIMATE
GOOGLE DESIGNER
POWERPOINT
frameworks, THEMES
AND PLUGINS

BOOTSTRAP, JQUERY, DIVI,
WOOCOMMERCE, YOAST SEO,
CHROME DEVELOPER TOOLS, FIREFTP,
FLEXBOX, BROWSERSTACK, GOOGLE
ANALYTICS, GOOGLE WEBMASTERS

contact
ian@ianlemmonds.com
901.491.1189
Ian Lemmonds
2767 Natchez Lane
Memphis, TN 38111

